**A. Body Weight**

Time (h, relative to trt. w/ LPS)

-24 to 0, 0 to 6, 6 to 24, 24 to 30

Body Weight (BWt, g)

Control, GPE, LPS, GPE + LPS

**B. Food Intake**

Time (h, relative to trt. w/ LPS)

Food Disappearance (g/h)

Control, GPE, LPS, GPE + LPS

**C. Locomotor Activity**

Locomotor Activity

Quadrant Entries (#)

Control, GPE, LPS, GPE + LPS

**D. Forced Swim Test**

Forced Swim Test

Immobility (s)

Control, GPE, LPS, GPE + LPS

**E. Sucrose Preference**

Sucrose Preference

Sucrose (% total intake)

Control, GPE, LPS, GPE + LPS

Time (h, relative to trt. w/ LPS)

-44 to -40, -20 to -16, 4 to 8, 28 to 32